Abstract-This paper introduces a power loading strategy for relays to be used in a cognitive scenario. A cognitive relay node allows unlicensed (secondary) users to concurrently operate with licensed (primary) users, thereby improving spectral efficiency. The dynamic spectrum access in an OFDM-based cognitive relay network may lead to unwanted interference to the primary user from the side lobes of the secondary users. Two judicious algorithms are formulated by means of which the cognitive relay meets the twofold challenge of achieving optimum system throughput while ensuring minimum interference to the primary. The simulation results demonstrate that the suggested algorithms exhibit enhanced channel capacity for the secondary users as compared to traditional power allocation methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent times, with the proliferation of wireless services, the legacy command and control spectrum regulation has created a discrepancy between spectrum allocation and its use. Cognitive Radio (CR) has been proposed as a mean to bridge the gap by flexible usage of the spectrum. It can be defined as a transceiver that can combine its awareness of the environment with knowledge of its user's needs, and adapt its parameters intelligently to achieve highly reliable communication [1] [2] . Spectral efficiency can be improved by giving opportunistic access of licensed frequency bands meant for primary users (PUs) to a group of potential users, referred to as secondary users (SUs). Most of the current research in CR encompasses the following broad areas: spectrum sensing (to detect spectrum holes), transmit power control (to maximize the data rate of the secondary users), dynamic spectrum management (to distribute the unused spectrum fairly among the secondary users) [2] . Cooperative networks of cognitive nodes are proposed for improved efficiency and reliability of communications [3] [4] .
Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is a mature modulation technique due to its ability to handle fading and inter-symbol interference. It presents a promising solution to enable flexible spectrum access in CR networks by dynamically nulling those subcarriers where the PU claims its spectrum [5] [6] . However, it is observed that the OFDM system of SUs causes interference to the PUs limiting their performance. The Federal Communications Commission's (FCC) Spectrum Policy Task Force has recommended a metric called the interference temperature, which is intended to quantify and Fig. 1 . OFDM based source-destination pair using a single cognitive relay manage the sources of interference in a radio environment [2] . Any transmission in the frequency band of interest (the PU band in the case of CR networks) is considered to be harmful if it increases the noise floor above the interference temperature limit. In an OFDM-based SU system, the amount of interference to the primary band depends on the power allocation in the secondary's subcarriers, as well as the spectral distance between the subcarrier and the PU's band. The issue of interference mitigation in the primary band is receiving increasing attention in recent literature. Power loading algorithms for CR have been proposed and implemented in [7] [8] . They are directed at maximizing the channel capacity for the SUs while minimizing the interference to the PUs.
Relays have gained popularity in recent times due to their ability to extend coverage of wireless networks. Relay nodes use either amplify-and-forward (AF) or decode-and-forward (DF) strategies to transmit data. DF relays have the advantage that the transmission at the source-relay (SR) and the relaydestination (RD) links (Figure 1 ) can be optimized separately. Moreover, the signal is regenerated at the relay, so that the noise is not amplified. Various aspects of relays for OFDM systems have been addressed in contemporary publications. Power allocation strategies for DF relays are proposed in [9] [10] .
The incorporation of CR technology in a relay creates a cognitive relay node (CogRel). A CogRel successfully achieves the functionality of a relay by improving the capacity between a given source-destination pair and increasing the coverage of the network. By virtue of its CR feature, it concurrently allows primary and secondary communication ensuring least interference to the PU and optimum throughput of the SU.
The preliminary model and functionality of a cognitive relay has been discussed in [11] [12] . In [13] , the authors have suggested a Cooperative Relay Scheme to increase the SINR at secondary receivers and defined a game to study the competition for shared spectrum among SUs. In [15] the mutual interference channel for cognitive relays has been investigated. Improved secondary performance by appropriate power allocation and beamforming in a heterogeneous cognitive relay system is discussed in [14] .
In this paper we have simulated an OFDM-based CogRel for a single source-destination pair, which pose as secondary users. The CogRel has the ability to sense the appearance of the PU of the spectrum and null the secondary's subcarriers accordingly on both the SR and RD links. Unique power allocation algorithms are formulated and implemented. The first algorithm follows a convex optimization approach to maximize the link channel capacity under a constrained primary interference. The second algorithm is an innovation of traditional water-filling. It iteratively distributes power among the subcarriers based on the channel conditions and simultaneously maintains the interference to the primary below a specified threshold. Both the algorithms enhance the communication individually on the SR and RD links. To further improve the end-to-end system throughput, a subcarrier permutation is implemented. With the use of sound mathematical expressions, corroborated by numerical results of simulation, a CogRel is demonstrated to be a novel extension to the existing work in CR technology and wireless relays. To the best of our knowledge, the power allocation strategy proposed for cognitive relays is unprecedented in literature.
To detail the proposed scheme, the paper has been organized as follows: Section II describes the system model and radio environment. Section III methodically explains the CogRel implementation and outlines the power allocation algorithms. Section IV presents comparative numerical results and Section V concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND COMMUNICATION SCENARIO
An OFDM-based secondary user system is considered with N subcarriers. It consists of a source-destination pair assisted by a single relay (CogRel). The relay uses DF strategy. It is assumed that the distance between the source and destination is too large for them to communicate directly. The channel state information (CSI) is available to the source, relay and destination. Different channels experience independent fading. There exists a PU in the radio range of the relay. When the PU claims its frequency band, the CogRel detects it and conveys the information to both the source and destination. The corresponding subcarriers of the secondary are then nulled. If the primary requires bandwidth equivalent to N p subcarriers, then there are N a =N-N p active subcarriers.
If the data on the i th subcarrier on the SR link is relayed on the j th subcarrier of the RD link, the end-to-end channel capacity of the subcarrier pair R ij is given by eqn. 1 [9] . R si and R rj are the channel capacities on the SR and RD links respectively (interference from the primary to the secondary is assumed to be negligible).
where B is the total bandwidth of OFDM ,σ 2 is the AWGN variance, P si and P rj are the powers distributed on the individual subcarriers on the SR and RD links respectively, h si and h rj are the corresponding channel power gains.
Due to the coexistence of the primary and secondary, the side lobes of the OFDM-based SU interfere with the primary's signal. The interference power introduced to the PU band is the integration of its power spectral density . Interference induced to the primary by the i th subcarrier of the secondary OFDM system on the SR link is given by [7] :
where P si is the power emitted by the i th subcarrier and T s is the symbol duration. Similarly, interference induced to the primary by the j th subcarrier of the secondary OFDM system on the RD link is given by:
where P rj is the power emitted by the j th subcarrier The goal is to distribute the power effectively on the SR and RD links to ensure superior system throughput. It is a well established fact that most favourable power allocation is waterfilling. However, a traditional waterfilling will not work in a radio environment where the primary and secondary users co-exist. It is critical to maintain the interference to the primary band below a specified threshold. Furthermore, to achieve enhanced capacity on the source-destination pair, subcarriers need to be matched in accordance with the subcarrier powerchannel gain product i.e. P i -h i (eqns. 2,3). This is because the fading gains of different channels are mutually independent; the subcarriers which experience deep fading over the SR link may not experience deep fading on the RD link. As such, the channel capacity of the system (eqn. 1) will be limited by the worst subcarrier. Hence, the data on the subcarrier on the SR link is reallocated to some other subcarrier on the RD link based on the power-channel gain product [9] . The task is performed at the CogRel and results in optimum system channel capacity.
III. PROPOSED SCHEME A novel strategy is suggested to relay SU's data in a dynamically changing radio environment. The implemented CogRel has the intelligence to monitor and adapt to the changes. Two unique power allocation schemes are formulated, which meet the challenge of enhancing the channel capacity while maintaining interference to the primary under the specified limit.
A. Scheme A : Primary Interference Iterative Waterfilling
An iterative waterfilling algorithm is implemented to allocate the power budget P s on the SR link based on channel conditions while ensuring that the interference to the primary is below a specified threshold (I th ). The algorithm operates as follows: (i) Since the SU band closest to the PU band causes maximum interference to it, power distribution starts from the channel closest to the PU band in accordance with the inverse channel gains. (ii) After every allocation, the interference power in the primary band (I s = I si ) is computed and compared with the set threshold (I th ). If it exceeds the threshold, the power in the i th subcarrier is reduced proportionally and the differential power is redistributed in the remaining subcarriers. (iii) The process is repeated iteratively for subcarriers while progressing away from the primary band, till the interference is below the threshold.
A similar procedure is implemented on the RD link with a power budget P r .
B. Scheme B : Constrained Optimization
The disadvantage of Scheme A is that waterfilling has to be implemented several times till convergence occurs. Constrained optimization is a sophisticated approach to the situation. The problem is formulated on the SR link as follows:
such that
and
Similarly, on the RD link, we have
where d si represents the spectral distance between the i th subcarrier on the SR link and the corresponding PU band, and d rj represents the distance between the j th subcarrier on the RD link and the PU band.
With λ 1 and λ 2 as the Lagrange constraints, the Lagrange formulation for the SR and RD links is given respectively by
The solution to the optimization problem yields the optimum power per subcarrier on the SR and RD links respectively as
The Lagrange constraints are calculated as
C. Relaying Strategy
The communication from source to destination is completed in three phases:
1) Sensing and information sharing: The secondary communication is already in progress. The CogRel is sensing the radio environment for appearance of the primary. Once detected, the information is conveyed to the source and destination. The devices adapt to the new radio environment and subcarriers are nulled to accommodate the PU. 2) Source-to-relay transmission: Communication on the SR link occurs with the subcarrier power levels computed using either Scheme A or Scheme B. 3) Relay-to-destination transmission: The data received by the CogRel is decoded. Similar power allocation is implemented on the RD link. To achieve higher endto-end throughput, before the data is relayed on the RD link subcarriers are arranged in order of their powerchannel gain product and matched accordingly. The communication to the destination is now complete.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
A 64 subcarrier OFDM secondary system is considered. The PU requires 8 subcarriers to be nulled. Each subcarrier undergoes Rayleigh fading. The average channel power gains on the SR and RD links are assumed to be 1, i.e. E(h si )=E(h ri )=1.
The proposed power allocation algorithms are implemented at the source and relay. Subcarriers on the SR and RD links are paired for increased throughput. The source-destination channel capacity is computed in accordance with eqns. 1-3. The following schemes are compared (i) Optimized power allocation with subcarrier matching -The power allocation is based on Lagrange's optimization and subcarriers on the SR link are matched with those on the RD link in accordance It is observed that the optimized power allocation scheme with subcarrier matching gives best results, which is followed by iterative waterfilling. Iterative uniform power distribution exhibits the least channel capacity of the three methods compared, since it does not exploit channel conditions. Figure  2 shows channel capacity vs. primary interference threshold (I th ) for various schemes.
V. CONCLUSION
Judicious power allocation algorithms have been formulated to be used in an OFDM-based cognitive relay -CogRel. The proposed algorithms: constrained optimization and primary interference iterative waterfilling are implemented on a single hop network. It is validated by simulation results that the suggested power allocation schemes not only maximize the end-to-end throughput of the secondary users, but concurrently mitigate the interference to the primary user band. The suggested CogRel strategy will enable spectrally efficient multihop networks, in which licensed and unlicensed users can coexist with superior system performance for both. 
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